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ABSTRACT
High read depth can be used to assemble short sequence repeats. The existing genome assemblers fail in repetitive
regions of longer than average read.
I propose a new algorithm for a DNA assembly which uses the relative frequency of reads to properly
reconstruct repetitive sequences. The mathematical model shows the upper limits of accuracy of the results as
a function of read coverage. For high coverage, the estimation error depends linearly on repetitive sequence length
and inversely proportional to the sequencing coverage. The algorithm requires high read depth, provided by the
next-generation sequencers and could use the existing data. The tests on errorless reads, generated in silico from
several model genomes, pointed the properly reconstructed repetitive sequences, where existing assemblers fail.
The C++ sources, the Python scripts and the additional data are available at http://dnaasm.sourceforge.
org.
Keywords: genome assembler, repetitive sequences, mathematical model, next generation sequencing, de Bruijn
graph
1. INTRODUCTION
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) dramatically reduced the cost of producing genome sequences [1]. Therefore,
we observe exponential increase of sequencing data [2]. The whole-genome shotgun method is the most popular
sequencing technique, where the computer programs called genome assemblers reconstruct a DNA sequence up
to chromosome length. The genome assembly is a challenging task for computer science due to a huge volume
and complexity of input data produced by NGS. The huge volume of data results from both higher throughput
and higher over-sampling. Computer programs use the de Bruijn graphs [3; 4] as well as greedy extensions of
overlap-consensus-layout graphs [5] to process the volume of data.
Currently more than 50 genome assemblers are available [6; 7; 8; 9], but the assembly products are incomplete
due to the repetitive regions, the uncovered areas and the sequencing errors. The feasibility of assembly with
short reads generated from completely sequenced genomes [10] shows that there is still room for better algorithms.
The short sequence repeats (SSR) are infrequent in sequences coding proteins, therefore transcriptome analysis
use genome sequences without properly restored SSR. However, SSR occur in large quantities in eukaryiotic [11]
and prokaryitic cells [12], mainly in extragenic and regulatory regions and these regions are used to study genetic
variations between individuals. Older techniques based on micro-array or electrophoresis have been replaced
with the NGS data used to detect such variations [13; 14; 15], when the reference genome is available.
In the presented approach I propose a new algorithm to retrieve the length of an repetitive section using
short reads, designed for de novo assembly of NGS data. This algorithm estimates SSR length from the coverage
statistics and it is able to properly assemble consecutive repeats, as depicted in Fig. 1.
To my knowledge, only the Euler-SR assembler[16] handles consecutive repeats of longer than average read
or de Bruijn graph dimension. It constructs the assembly as a path that traverses the repeat twice, therefore
underestimates the copy number. The other assemblers skip such SSR.
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Figure 1. SSR, denoted by R, surrounded by unique sequences, denoted by A, B, C, in genome fragment. Case a and
b are handled by existing sequence assemblers, case c is properly solved by the presented algorithm, case d is insolvable.
Each A, B, C, R are longer than de Bruijn graph dimension.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the new algorithm and the mathematical model used
to calculate the accuracy of SSR length estimation. Section 3 shows the numerical experiments on in silico
generated data. Finally, Section 4 presents the proposals for extensions, the protocol of processing the existing
data and the conclusions.
2. APPROACH
Algorithm
The algorithm uses a k-dimensional weighted de Bruijn multigraph G(V,E), called A-Bruijn graph [17], where
V is a set of vertices, E is a set of edges. The edge e(u, v) represents the sequence s0s1...sk−1, the vertex u, the
source of edge e, represents the sequence s0...sk−2, the vertex v, the target of e, represents s1...sk−1. The edge
weight w may be understood as the number of the parallel edges between the source and the target vertices and
it depicts how many times the edge should be used to produce an output path.
The algorithm is built of three steps: the graph construction from reads, the edge weight normalization and
the output generation.
Alg. 1 constructs an A-Bruijn graph G from a set of reads R. Every sub-string of length k from R creates an
edge in G.
Algorithm 1 A-Bruijn graph construction algorithm
Require: R collection of reads
G← ∅
for all r ∈ R : |r| ≥ k do
for all i : 0 ≤ i ≤ |r| − k do
u← ri...ri+k−2, v ← ri+1...ri+k−1
G.add(edge(u, v)) {increase edge’s weight if exists otherwise add new edge to G with w = 1}
end for
end for
An SSR is a sequence S = m0...md−1m0...m(n−1) mod d, with of length n, |S| = n. S is built of a repeating
motif m = m0m1...md−1, |m| = d, d ≤ n2 . Such SSR create whirls [16], when n ≥ 2(k − 1). Some whirls are
shown in Tab. 1.
The second step of the algorithm, edge normalization, is a new approach to genome assembly. Eq. 1 converts
the edge weight w into w′, where c is sequencing coverage and L is read average length. The w′ may be understood
as edge coverage, because the sequence with length L creates L− k + 1 fragments of length k in Alg. 1.
w′ = b k
c(L− k + 1)w + 0.5c, where L ≥ k (1)
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Table 1. Examples of whirls in an A-Bruijn graph, w is edge weight, k is graph dimension, d is motif length, n is repetitive
sequence length, n ≥ 2(k − 1).
The normalization reduces errors, assuming that reads spread uniformly over the sequenced genome. The
fragments that occur less frequently than c(L−k+1)2k are removed from A-Bruijn graph. The normalization plays a
similar role to rejecting the sequences that occurs less frequently than predetermined threshold, which is used in
other sequence assemblers. Moreover, it provides the relative frequency of edges, used for a proper SSR assembly.
The final step of the algorithm, output generation, depicted in Alg. 2, requires the existence of Eulerian path
in A-Bruijn graph G(V,E). This condition is tested by looking at all the vertices v ∈ V . If all except the initial
and final vertices have an equal number of input and output edges, ∀v ∈ V \ {v0, vn} : |v.out| = |v.in|, the initial
vertex satisfies v0 ∈ V : |v.out| − |v.in| = 1 condition, and the final vertex vn ∈ V : |v.out| − |v.in| = −1, the
Eulerian path exists.
Due to the presence of repetitions, graph G may contain many Eulerian paths, which means ambiguity of
the target sequence. Therefore, the output generation constructs a set of sub-strings of the target sequence called
contigs. The contig is an Eulerian sub-path, as shown in Alg. 2.
The algorithm iteratively processes all vertices V starting from v0. The current vertex v, if unambiguous,
extends the current contig c, otherwise, it starts the new contig. A given vertex is unambiguous iff it has one or
two output edges and, in the case when exactly two output edges exist, either is a bridge (an edge is a bridge
if it has a path leading from the target vertex to the source vertex). This condition extends the test used in
other existing assemblers, where ambiguity is set if the vertex has more than one output edge. Alg. 2 reduces
the number of contigs in comparison with the existing assemblers, because the vertices with exactly two output
edges, where one is a bridge, do not create a new contig. Time complexity of the presented algorithm is quadratic
in function of the number of edges, as is the case for Fleury’s algorithm [18].
Alg. 2 uses isBridge(e) procedure that checks if edge e is a bridge, i.e. if it connects different strongly
connected components. This procedure tries to find a path from target vertex of e to source vertex of e using
depth first search [18].
Assembly k-spectrum
Given a string S = s0s1...sG−1, |S| = G, let Sk(i) be the sub-string si...si+k−1 of length k ≤ G. The k-spectrum
of S is a set of all Sk(i) for 0 ≤ i < G− k.
The k-spectrum is idealized sequence assembler input, because all k-substrings without repetitions, errors
and forward oriented are available, as depicted in Fig. 2.
If k-spectrum is the input of presented algorithm, the edges weights inside whirls w are expressed by Eq. 2,
where n is SSR length, d is motif length, k is graph dimension. Edges inside whirls have identical value w for
n− k ≡ d− 1 (mod d), otherwise the weight is either w or w − 1, examples are shown in Tab. 1. In further we
assume, for simplicity, that n− k ≡ d− 1 (mod d).
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm to construct a set of contigs from graph G.
Require: A-Bruijn graph G with an Eulerian path, v0 is starting vertex
contigs← ∅ {output of assembler}
v ← v0 {current vertex}
c← ∅ {current contig}
loop
if |v.out| == 0 then
contigs.insert(c)
return contigs {end of algorithm}
end if
e← v.out[0] {current edge}
if |v.out| > 1 then
f ← v.out[1] {second current edge}
if |v.out| = 2 and (isBridge(e) or isBridge(f)) then
if isBridge(e) then
e← f
end if
else
contigs.insert(c) {v is ambiguous}
c← ∅
end if
end if
c.insert(e)
v ← e.target
G.delete(e) {decreases edge’s weight, if it achieves 0, remove e from G}
end loop
k0 1 G-1
Figure 2. K-spectrum construction. The reads are generated for coordinates (0, k − 1), (1, k), ..., (G− k,G− 1), where G
is the input sequence length.
w =
∆
d
, where ∆ ≡ 0 (mod d),∆ = n− k + 1 (2)
The presented algorithm is able to reconstruct SSR of any length from k-spectrum. Eq. 3 expresses repetitive
sequence length from whirls parameters, Tab. 2 shows some examples.
n = wd+ k − 1, where n− k ≡ d− 1 (mod d) (3)
AAA
4
ATA
TAT
22
ATT
TTATAT
1
1
1
AAAAAAA ATATATA ATTATT
Table 2. Examples of whirls in 4-dimensional A-Bruijn graph and SSR reconstructed using Eq. 3
The ability of SSR reconstruction by the presented algorithm was checked on generated sequences. The k-
spectrum from these sequences was used as an input for the presented computer program and the three existing
genome assemblers based on de Bruijn graph, are described in Section 3. Only the presented algorithm properly
reconstructs the input, as depicted in Tab. 3.
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Assembly error-less uniformly distributed reads
In this section, the randomly spread fragments are regarded to be the input. All reads have the same length
L ≥ k, the distribution of the initial positions is uniform, the reads are properly oriented in the forward direction
and the sequences have no errors.
This set of reads is closer to reality than k-spectrum, considered before, all consecutive sub-strings are not
required, the read length is not equal to graph dimension k. The presented input is used to model the algorithm
properties.
The reads are uniformly spread over the input genome sequence of length G, therefore the probability p
of choosing fragment of length k is 1G−L ≈ 1G for G  L, where L is the length of read. The sequences
assigned to the edges inside whirls are created from SSR, and the probability of choosing such a sequence is
p = ∆dG ,∆ = n − k + 1, where d is the length of motif and n the length of SSR. The weight of edge inside
whirls w is random variable with bi-nominal distribution, because the reads are independent. For N reads,
graph construction algorithm (Alg. 1) creates N ′ = N(L − k + 1) of sequences, which allows to depict weight
distribution W as shown in Eq. 4.
W ∼ B(N ′, p)
where N ′ = N(L− k + 1), p = ∆dG ,∆ = n− k + 1
(4)
In real cases, the random variable W depicted in Eq. 4 could be estimated by Poisson distribution, with
λ = N ′p, as depicted in Eq. 5, because p 1 (G 1) and the number of input fragments is big (N  1, L ≥ k).
The c is sequence redundancy c = LNG . The parameter c
′ = c(L−k+1)k may be understood as edge redundancy,
the frequency of the sequence corresponding to the edge is in the output of Alg. 1.
W ∼ Poisson (λ)
where λ = c
′∆
d , c
′ = c(L−k+1)k ,∆ = n− k + 1
(5)
Error estimation of edge weight normalization
The edge’s weight w is normalized, then rounded, as depicted in Eq. 1, to account for the reading coverage in
the assembly algorithm.
The repetitive sequence length nˆ could be estimated from A-Bruijn graph whirls parameters by using Eq. 6,
where w′ is normalized edge’s weight, k is graph dimension, d is motif length. This relation is similar to Eq. 2
defined for k-spectrum input.
nˆ = w′d+ k − 1, where n− k ≡ d− 1 (mod d) (6)
The probability of getting w′ that allows to determine accurately the length of SSR is depicted in Eq. 7,
where ΦP (x, λ) is cumulative distribution function for Poisson distribution with parameter λ. This relation is
depicted in Fig. 3.
P (w′ = n−k+1d ) = ΦP (λ+
c′
2 , λ)− ΦP (λ− c
′
2 , λ)
where λ, c′ are defined in Eq. 5
(7)
The probability mass function of a variable with Poisson distribution is asymmetrical: it is high on the left
and skewed towards the right, therefore the rounding error made at the right end of the interval is larger than
at the left end. It advises not to use rounding to the nearest integer (as depicted in Eq. 1).
The repetitive sequence length, estimated by Eq. 6, is inside the interval defined by Eq. 8, where 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 is
a defined level of confidence, Φ−1P (q, λ) is an inverse cumulative distribution function for Poisson distribution with
parameter λ, nˆmax is an upper boundary of repetitive sequence length, nˆmin is a lower boundary of repetitive
sequence length. The intervals are depicted in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3. The probability of proper SSR length estimation in the function of coverage. The Eq. 7 was used for single
symbol repetitions.
nˆmax =
1
c′ Φ
−1
P (
1+q
2 , λ)
nˆmin =
1
c′ Φ
−1
P (
1−q
2 , λ)
}
where λ, c′ are defined in Eq. 5 (8)
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Figure 4. The interval size (nˆmax − nˆmin from Eq. 8) of estimated SSR length for 0.95 confidence level.
Calculating the required sequencing coverage
The SSR length estimation requires high coverage, as depicted in Fig. 3, where P (w′ = n−k+1d ) ≥ 0.9 for c′ > 10.
For high coverage, the Poisson distribution of edge’s weight, Eq. 5, can be approximated by Normal distribution,
as depicted in Eq. 9, where µ is a mean, σ is a standard deviation.
W ′ ∼ N (µ, σ) where µ = ∆
d
, σ =
√
∆
d
,∆ = n− k + 1 (9)
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In this case the required coverage is linearly dependent on the repetitive sequence length n, as depicted in
Eq. 10 and Fig. 2, where Φ−1N (q) is the inverse cumulative distribution function for standard normal distribution
(µ = 0, σ = 1), q is required confidence level.
c′ = (2Φ−1N (
1 + q
2
))2
∆k
d
where ∆ = n− k + 1 (10)
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Figure 5. The required edge coverage c′ for high values of confidence level in function of SSR length.
This model is useful in planning genome assembly experiments, for example, to achieve estimation of the
length of the repetitive sequences of d = 5 and n = 150 with 95% confidence interval, when the average read
length is L = 80, the de Bruijn graph dimension k = 50, we should use c′ ≥ 307, therefore c ≥ 495. If the 30×
coverage is used (c = 30, c′ = c(L−k+1)k = 31) the length of repetitive sequence of d = 5 and n = 150 is in interval
nˆ ∈ (146, 154) with 95% probability.
3. METHODS
Reconstruct generated SSR
The numerical experiments prove the ability to reconstruct SSR properly by the presented algorithm. The 18
different input sequences were generated by Python script∗. These sequences can be described by patterns A,
AR, ARB, where the A, B and R are sequences of length 1000 and 10000, A and B are unique without SSR, R
is SSR with a motif of length d = 1, 2, 4, 10. The k-spectrum for each sequence mentioned above were generated
and used as input for presented algorithm, ABySS [19], ver. 1.3.7 genome assembler, MIRA[20], ver. 4.0 and
Velvet[21] ver. 1.2.10. Each input was performed 3 times for each assembler, to eliminate the randomness. Tab. 3
summarizes the results: the presented approach properly assembles SSR longer than graph dimension, the other
assemblers are unable to assemble the repetitive sequences.
sequence presented ABySS MIRA Velvet
A + + + +
AR + - - -
ARB + - - -
Table 3. The successful reconstruction of generated sequence from its k-spectrum. A,B are long, unique, non-repetitive
sequences, R is long SSR, |A| = |B| = |R| = 1000 or |A| = |B| = |R| = 10000, motif length is 1, 2, 4 or 10.
∗available at project homepage
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Assembly k-spectrum generated from model genomes
The existing genome sequences of model species: Escherichia coli (536 genome, GenBank NC 008253), Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae (S288c genome, version R64, GenBank NC 001133 ...NC 001148, NC 001224), Arabidop-
sis thialina (TAIR9, The Arabidopsis Information Resource http://arabidopsis.org), and Homo sapiens
(GRCh37, release 75, http://www.ensembl.org) were investigated to check the regions properly assembled by
the presented algorithm.
Firstly, the k-spectrum, where k = 51 was generated for each chromosome; secondly, the assembler was
used to reconstruct the sequence. The number of places where the presented algorithm properly assembles the
sequence and a typical algorithm fails was counted. The results are depicted in Tab. 4.
The presented algorithm achieves approximately 5% less contig numbers than other assemblers. Tab. 5 and
Tab. 6 depicts examples of properly reconstructed SSR.
name no. of places
e.coli, Escherichia coli 53
yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae 301
arabidopsis, Arabidopsis thialina 2911
human, Homo sapiens, chr. XIII – XXII 15565
Table 4. Number of places where our algorithm works properly and other sequence assemblers fail. The reads were
generated from model genomes.
position (index) motif length
e.coli, 2066694 ACAGATAC 80
yeast, chr.II, 464020 GTT 83
yeast, chr.IV, 778759 TTA 71
yeast, chr.VII, 280054 GAGGTTGCTGTT 110
yeast, chr.XIII, 86952 TTA 118
arabid., chr.I, 17882880 ATC 125
arabid., chr.I, 18486514 TGTA 135
arabid., chr.II, 2758565 TTCTATG 130
arabid., chr.II, 5401576 TTA 145
arabid., chr.II, 16723214 CAGTCT 135
arabid., chr.III, 1818686 TAA 71
arabid., chr.III, 6375808 ATGGGG 86
arabid., chr.IV, 2488534 AAGACGAAGAAG 90
arabid., chr.V, 7614543 TACA 82
arabid., chr.V, 20395151 TAA 180
arabid., chr.V, 24022835 TCC 140
Table 5. SSR properly assembled from k-spectrum generated from e.coli (Escherichia coli), yeast (Saccharomyces cere-
visiae), arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thialina) genomes, where k = 51. The table depicts SSR longer than 70 of motif length
d ≤ 12.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The presented algorithm uses the short read data more efficiently than other computer programs when high
coverage is available. It is able to assemble properly some repetitive sequences, and achieve 5% better contig
size, if used on k-spectrum generated from model genomes.
This assembler is able to use reads of different lengths, if the length is greater than graph dimension k. If
you are using collections of readings of different lengths, e.g. from different experiments, the fragment length L
should be replaced by arithmetic mean L¯ in Eq. 4, Eq. 5, Eq. 7 and Eq. 8.
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chr. index motif length
XIII 29027164 TTTCC 135
XIII 49892614 GGAAAG 167
XIII 44716268 CTCGG 180
XIII 102813925 AGA 152
XV 65438307 TAAATATATATA 161
XV 69970764 CTTTC 105
XVII 5185392 CGCGCTCCCTC 109
XVII 20460059 TCCCTC 149
XVII 4365394 TCCA 533
XVII 77867600 ATC 239
XVII 78639134 TTCCT 170
XVIII 47105376 AGAGGG 233
XVIII 49836110 ATATATATTTCT 112
XVIII 62056751 CTTTC 125
XIX 53422228 CTCCCT 194
XIX 57993815 CTCTCCC 120
XXI 40955746 CCTT 254
XXII 16288601 CGGCGTGCGCGTG 102
XXII 27691662 ATGG 102
Table 6. SSR properly assembled from k-spectrum generated from human genome (Homo sapiens), chromosomes XIII –
XXII, where k = 51. The table depicts SSR longer than 100 of motif length d ≤ 12.
The existing genome drafts, especially for plant genomes, are not fully assembled, inter alia, due to a large
number of SSR. The presented algorithm could reduce gaps in the existing data. The procedure includes finding
the repetitive sequences in contigs ends. If two and only two contigs have the same SSR at the end, they could
be connected to create a single contig. The SSR length is estimated by Eq. 6 with accuracy expressed in Eq. 8.
To obtain the length of repetitive sequence with a big confidence level, higher than typical coverage should
be applied (c > 100). If the required coverage is beyond the project funds, it should be considered in future
genome sequencing projects, as the cost decreases exponentially.
The mathematical model proposed in this paper is the upper limit of the calculation accuracy, because the
distribution of read start positions deviates from uniformity and contains sequencing errors. The big coverage
required by the presented approach, when normal distribution describes the edge’s weight, permit the underlying
distribution different from uniform. However, the special sequences, underestimated and overestimated with the
sequencing technology should be considered. We plan to review the technology to find such sequences and take
this into account in the next version of software.
The sequencing errors are corrected in the presented approach by edge normalization process (Eq. 1). The
other error awareness techniques are considered in future versions of presented software: incorporate sequence
quality into assembly algorithm and correction of systematic errors created by next-generation sequencers. More-
over, the improper assembly output could be corrected when information of k-mer position generated from read
is used [22].
The key improvement in assembly results, especially for de Bruijn graph based solutions, is the usage of the
new experimental opportunity, called mate pairs. The sequencers are able to read the pairs of sequences between
which the genomic distance is well estimated. The mate pairs could link contigs into scaffolds, and are used
either as post-processing steps [21; 23; 24] or as internal assembler process where connections are incorporated
into the graph structure [25]. Mate pairs, in theory, allow to properly assemble the sequences of length equal to
the sum of lengths of known sequences on both ends and length of the distance. It significantly increases the
effective length of reads, because the distance could be long. The mate pairs were successfully used to de novo
assemble highly repetitive telomeric regions [26].
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The presented algorithm currently does not use mate pair data; however, the integration of such data is one
of the most important tasks in the next version of software.
The presented algorithm assumes forward orientation of all readings, i.e. the reads come from only one DNA
strand. In real data both coding and complementary DNA strand provide reads. The further version of computer
program will include the sequence and complementary in node representation, similarly to the Velvet assembler
[21].
In conclusion, the proposed solution better assembles short sequence repeats than other sequence assemblers.
The proposed mathematical model estimates the coverage to achieve the required level of confidence. The length
of properly reconstructed SSR linearly depends on genome coverage.
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